Conquest Whitepaper – A Technical Overview of ClearSQL

Overview
ClearSQL is a PL/SQL code analyzer with advanced functionality for code review, editing, and formatting,
quality control and system optimization. It generates interactive visuals and delivers comprehensive
analysis reports, outlining flaws in the code syntax and structure. It is a 32-bit Windows tool supporting
Oracle databases up to 12c.
ClearSQL checks code against a set of predefined rules and raises alerts when detects violations. The
rules are based on industry standards and best programming practices. Insignificant mistakes are fixed
automatically.
ClearSQL draws diagrams (Flowcharts and Call Trees) and matrices (CRUD) based on relations between
code elements, indicating potentially problematic areas and revealing the database structure. It also
creates interactive flowcharts based on code comments, making technical processes easy to understand
by other stakeholders.
ClearSQL measures maintainability, complexity, and readability of PL/SQL software. Indicators help spot
poor programming practices and outline optimization strategy.
ClearSQL automates code analysis and exports the results into portable formats. Scheduled to run
regularly, automated code reviews are easily integrated into QA sessions from early stages of product
development.
ClearSQL provides interface to import PL/SQL scripts and safely modify them without committing to
production as well as track changes made to the code by comparing different versions of same scripts.

Development and Management
The built-in Code Analyzer makes ClearSQL a powerful instrument for Oracle developers and DBAs to
take control of the product development and validate PL/SQL code against project specifications and
rules. It also identifies areas for refactoring and helps structure the legacy code. Outsourcing
development teams can use ClearSQL to explore the logic and structure of a ready-made software and
learn the needed programming style. System architects can find ClearSQL helpful to design the technical
infrastructure of a PL/SQL system and create a successful development strategy.

Quality Control and Smart Migration
The automated code review feature not only cleans the code, but also reinforces quality control
procedures, allowing QA staff to focus more on functional testing, rather than bugs. With the
automation feature, ClearSQL is easily integrated into an agile workflow and allows detecting problems
at the early stages of the development cycle. Regular code audits also improve system’s maintainability
and readability, paving foundation for smooth future migrations and extended code lifetime.

Education and Business Planning
Enterprises hiring junior Oracle developers can use ClearSQL as their main tool to introduce young
specialists to the system architecture, help them learn corporate coding rules and guidelines, and
upgrade their programming skills. Powered with the code illustration and code commenting features,
ClearSQL can also bridge the gap between the dev team and the process stakeholders, visualizing
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technical processes. For CIOs and Project Managers, ClearSQL is a decision-making platform, helping
them define roadmaps and lay out plans for sprints.

Core Functionality
Code Analysis

Fig.1 - Code Analysis

The ultimate objective of ClearSQL is to scan PL/SQL code for errors and eliminate them, making code
clean and efficient. To modify source code safely, ClearSQL creates an offline project, synchronized with
the dev or staging environment on demand. The Code Analyzer checks syntax of PL/SQL scripts and
assigns a Parser status to each of them. It also looks for script attributes, such as Autofixes, Flagged Code
Metrics, violated Code Review Rules, diagrams and matrices, and triggers alerts. The built-in Code Editor
enables instant fix for detected issues and commits the changed script.
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Code Illustration

Fig.2 - Call Tree diagram

Another role of the Code Analyzer is generation of diagrams and matrices, illustrating relations of
different database objects and logic within them.
Flowchart diagrams visualize the code execution path of a package or a stand-alone subroutine and
display the conditional branches, loops, and jumps, thereby helping understand the logic. The visual
patterns find places of possible code refactoring or module restructuring and make the reasons for high
values of Cyclomatic Complexity metrics obvious.
Call Trees are used to visualize the execution flow between subroutines and the data flow between
subroutines and database tables. This is performed via executing a DML statement. Such data flows
could be drilled-down to show subroutines: get data from data objects (table, view) with SELECT INTO
statements; put data with INSERT or UPDATE statements; delete data with DELETE statements.
CRUD matrices display lists of stored objects (standalone procedure, standalone function, package
subprogram, trigger) and corresponding scripts from within the selected data object called by DML
operations where the object takes part.
Diagram blocks are linked directly to the source code and the project script. You can export diagrams
into standard image formats and customize their look and feel, and the level of detail.
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Code Review

Fig.3 - Code Review

ClearSQL not only detects poorly written code, but also checks it against the programming standards
using a bunch of predefined Code Review Rules. Rules are divided into three groups: Program Structure,
Readability, and Maintainability. For each rule ClearSQL shows a brief explanation and locates the
problematic area in the source code.
Typical mistakes and minor flaws can be fixed automatically. Such cases are grouped separately and
could be undone if needed.
With ClearSQL 7.0 a user can define custom code review rules and generate comprehensive reports,
outlining rule properties and violations.
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Code Metrics

Fig.4 - Code Metrics

A supplementary technique to evaluate code efficiency calculates four major code metrics:
Maintainability Index, Cyclomatic and Interface Complexity, and Halstead Volume. Halstead Volume and
Cyclomatic Complexity metrics are generally used together. The first indicates the complexity of the
information contents of a program, while the second quantifies the complexity within the logic.
The referential values for each indicator could be defined with the violations flagged in the program
interface. ClearSQL stores information for each analysis run and builds up trends and change dynamics
reports.
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Pseudocode

Fig.5 - Pseudocode

A code commenting feature in ClearSQL is implemented as pseudocode - a compact and informal
language for high-level description of algorithms. With the inline comments, pseudocode explains
technical procedures and helps reach understanding between the dev team and the business
stakeholders.
ClearSQL also draws diagrams based on pseudocode comments, providing visual representation of the
workflow.
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Automation and Report

Fig.7 - Job and Schedule Manager & Analysis Report

Automation in ClearSQL is implemented in the form of jobs and includes code analysis, project report
generation, and export of analysis results.
A project analysis report is generated in HTML, has a hierarchical structure, and contains code audit and
code review information for each project script. Code illustrations are included as well. The report is
available not only from the job, but also from a standard mode, and there’s an option to save the report
settings to a file for further reuse.
Analysis data export works with Summary tables that are generated during project analysis and are
shown on the “Summary” tab of the main window, e.g. Average Subprogram Cyclomatic Complexity,
Code Metrics, Parser Errors, Top Violated Code Review Rules, etc. The data can be exported either from
the project or script level in HTML, CSV, XLS, or XML formats.
There is also an option to create a standalone batch file to initiate job execution via a command line
script from a third-party scheduler or a continuous integration tool.

Synchronization
ClearSQL analyzes PL/SQL scripts, Oracle Forms & PL/SQL Libraries, and Oracle database objects. These
should be primarily imported to a ClearSQL project and can be linked to their sources, either in the file
system or the database. Synchronization of linked scripts is bidirectional.
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Instrumented Code
Code Instrumentation helps locate and identify bugs in the code by adding monitoring and tracing
statements braced with a pair of conditional compilation directives. It also measures and reviews the
performance of the application. Code entries of stored objects for instrumentation are populated during
script analysis.

Summary
ClearSQL incorporates professional features to audit, edit, and format PL/SQL code, identifying potential
errors and delivering interactive visuals. The tool is specifically designed for Oracle database developers,
DBAs, migration consultants, and QA specialists, helping them reach ultimate software productivity and
make right decisions about product development. The profound Code Analyzer carries out a
comprehensive code analysis, revealing the actual state of a codebase and suggesting places for
refactoring. Automation features boost QA processes and allow for quick and easy integration into a
development lifecycle. The advanced code illustration and formatting tools, robust code review engine,
and smart in-depth analysis make ClearSQL indispensable for successful PL/SQL development.
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